
Homeowners Carmen and Jorge were living in a 9,500 sq. ft. home, 
but wanted a more manageable layout that would also meet their needs 
down the road. A bungaloft – a bungalow-style home with a partial second 
storey – held great appeal. “Think of this house as a compact top-of-the-
line Mercedes. Scaled down in size, it’s still fun to drive and includes all 
the bells and whistles,” says Carlos. As he reels off construction details, 
it’s an apt analogy. This is a house built to hug the road of life.

“The things you don’t see are important here,” says Carlos. Jorge nods, 
comparing the build to Noah’s Ark. Triple sump pumps, (“should we ever 
experience a biblical-scale flood,” Jorge chuckles), dedicated gas and water 
lines for each living area, a back-up generator, volcanic clay footings rather 
than the more porous concrete and a six-millimetre layer of poly beneath 
the foundation, protection against ground moisture and radon gas. 
“Building is not an art, it’s a process,” says Carlos. Despite his statement, 

the art is evident in his attention to the smallest luxurious detail.
Once plans were finalized, Carlos commissioned a watercolour 

rendering of the house which was posted on-site. Sketches in each room 
detailed minor aspects such as the position of wall switches. “This ensures 
that even in the smallest details, there is never a difference between what 
my clients expect and what occurs,” says Carlos. Although on average, 
PCM’s volume matches other luxury builders, Carlos builds only one 
house at a time. This way, he can be on site daily, his attention is focused 
on one client and his trades are working in sync.

Unlike many custom builds, this one wasn’t designed with an eye to 
resale. Architect Michael Pettes of Michael Pettes Architect Inc.perfectly 
tailored it to the couple’s current lifestyle, anticipating future needs. The 
loft – equipped with two bedrooms and adjoining en suites – is reserved 
for visiting family and friends, and is accessible via the staircase or elevator. 

LLuxury homebuilder Carlos Jardino, principal of 
PCM Project & Construction Management Inc. 
and builder of the Princess Margaret Hospital 
Foundation Lottery Homes, calls this home 
Oakville’s best kept secret. Typical two-storey, 
four bedroom homes in the area cater to the 
40-something demographic with children. This 
one is different. 
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far left: The backyard oasis is the perfect place 
to slip away for a quick escape from everyday living.
left: Elegant gold and crystal accents create 
sparkle in the stately dining room. BOttOM left: 
Side lights flank the heavy wood door and flood the 
spacious entry way with light. BelOW: The rustic 
stone, peaked roof line and shutters on the exterior 
façade are reminiscent of a European retreat.
 

Continued on page 20
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Carmen wanted an exterior reminiscent of the couple’s time in 
Europe. The creamy stone façade, timber detailing, copper elements and 
peaked roofline are unmistakably French Country. Buff Indiana limestone 
was brought from the quarry in boulders and hand-cut on site by  
JPS Masonry. “Just like the ancient Egyptians did it,” quips Carlos. 

Despite his “compact” analogy, at 6,500 square-feet, it’s not a small 
home. It remains intimate, in large part due to Carmen’s exquisite, eclectic 
taste. Relaxed, understated elegance was the goal. Undisputed boss of 
the house, Rocco, a salt-and-pepper Schnauzer, settles onto a cinnamon 
sectional and crosses his paws. He seems to agree. 

“I’ve inherited and collected many beautiful things over the years. Each 
piece reminds me of someone or something. Although we were downsizing, 
I couldn’t part with them,” says Carmen. Late-century antiques, vintage 
European Lucite pieces, and art deco accents like the entry’s wrought-iron 
banister and pendant light from Concept Lighting blend harmoniously. 
Neutral walls allow artwork from Canadian artists Bobbie Burgers, Brent 
McIntosh and Elene Gamache to deliver visual drama.

Quarter-sawn white-oak hardwood stained cinnamon runs throughout. 
Millwork by Paul Oliveira of European Custom Trim provides richness 
and dimension. The casually elegant great room, with its modified cathedral 
ceiling, comprises the kitchen and family room. Full-length Pella windows 
overlook the leafy backyard. Cabinets and built-ins were crafted by Perola 
Kitchens. “Perola made the design process easy and enjoyable. We actually 
went into their shop and sat with them over drawings until we had exactly 
what we wanted,” says Carmen. Maple kitchen cabinets stained antique 
white are accentuated with oil-rubbed bronze hardware. Bianco Venus 
marble, installed by Marbles of Portugal, tops the island. Espresso-stained 
walnut built-ins surround the gas fireplace in the family room. From coffee 
to cocktails, the outdoor Muskoka room is just steps from the great room 
and provides the perfect haven for warm-weather relaxing. 

aBOVe: The dark built-ins 
provide depth and dimension in 
contrast to the soothing colour 
palette in the great room.  
left: The Muskoka room 
extends the home’s living space 
and brings the indoors out. 
OPPOSIte tOP left: Designed 
to hold 700 bottles, the wine 
cellar was constructed with 
plaster. No chemicals were used 
to maintain the authenticity of 
the wine. The antique Mexican 
table is an ideal spot for wine 
tastings. tOP rIGHt: The 
oversize island is a nice place 
to settle in with a treat from 
The Canadian Cake Factory in 
Burlington. rIGHt: The couple 
worked with Perola Kitchens & 
Interiors Ltd. for a truly custom 
culinary kitchen.

Continued on page 22
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The dining and living rooms are more formal affairs. Centred under a 
12-foot coffered ceiling, the gleaming Cuban mahogany dining table from 
Rumi Galleries was a rare find. Paired with late 18th century British 
chairs, it was a setting from which the room evolved. Marbles of Portugal 
matched the adjoining butler pantry’s work-top to the Rojo Alicante 
marble on the antique Spanish sideboard. The living room is a restful 
blend of classic beige, cream, soft green and a scattering of turquoise. 
The one-of-a-kind tapestry-painting, Antiquity, is a conversation piece.

The master’s romantic muted tones were chosen to highlight Girl with 
the Pink Letter, an oil by Quebec painter Amy-Claire Huestis. The 15-foot 
ceiling with its strip of cove lighting spills gentle ambience at night. The 
spa-like en suite is blissful simplicity, from the heated white Calcutta 
floors to the vintage European-style fixtures by Kohler. A white stand-
alone tub is a dramatic focal point. Events like the couple’s overnight trip 
to Kohler’s Wisconsin showroom are part of the PCM experience. “It gave 
Carmen an opportunity to test drive the fixtures,” says Carlos. 

On the road of life, if you are looking for a homebuilder who makes sure 
the experience is inclusive, the outcome luxurious and arrives on budget, 
it’s wise to have a company like PCM at the wheel.  OH

left: Though the tub is the gem of the master en suite, fresh 
whites and greys create a soothing backdrop. BelOW left: In the 
master bedroom, an elegant fabric headboard is complemented 
with soft blue and taupe accents. BelOW: The wall above the 
fireplace in the living room was reinforced to allow for the weight 
of the stunning Richard Rumi gold leaf mirror.
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